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ABSTRACT
Due to in adequate architectural standards and bad
building design, one can frequently find school
buildings with very bad performance regarding
energy efficiency. This paper is part of a extensive
research program aiming to examine the influence
several architectural   parameters in the
environmental and energy performance of classrooms
in warm humid tropics. Here it presents a parametric
investigation on the effect of four different courtyard
configurations on daylighting of typical Brazilian
classrooms. The methodology was based on
simulations produced by a computer program called
Lumenmicro. Models without openings to the
courtyard were compared to another ones with a
clerestory, open to the courtyard. Simulations have
shown that the natural lighting coming from the
courtyard may produce an increment of up to 55% in
the average illuminance level and up to 120%
regarding the lowest value, considering typical
internal and external surface reflectances. It also
produces a significant improvement on the
uniformity ratio. Results have shown that there is
scope to rely mostly on daylighting, to provide
adequate lighting to classrooms maintaining the
typical building configuration, even under cloudy
conditions, if the internal surfaces are light colored.

INTRODUCTION
Many third world countries have been characterized
for inefficiency in many areas, including the energy
consumption. In this particular area, the energy
inefficiency has led to the increase on maintenance
and operation costs of school buildings. In addition,
it also demands higher investment in energy
generation by local government that could be
channeled for more urgent needs, such as housing,
public health and education.
Nevertheless, many school buildings located in
Maceió, Brazil, make use of intensive artificial
lighting in classrooms, despite the fact that the local
sky presents high luminance figures, that may
generate 20.000 lux under a typical overcast
condition and 100.000 lux under partially cloud skies
(Bittencourt, 1993). It is amazing that in a region
with such bright skies, most school buildings rely on
artificial lighting to operate.
The courtyard use is not a new way of obtaining
adequate daylighting inside buildings. Stahl (1994)
describes the various courtyard types and their
potential for daylighting.

In Maceió, typical school buildings configuration
present a courtyard bordered by corridors giving
access to the classrooms, irrespective of solar
orientation Fig. 1.

Figure 1. Typical school building configuration.

This paper investigates the effect of four different
courtyard configuration as a secondary daylight
source for classrooms; as the main source consist of a
window row facing the opposite side of the courtyard
in each classroom, Fig. 2.

Figure 2. The four examined types.

METHODOLOGY
The methodology adopted is based on simulations
produced by a computer program, developed by
Lighting Technologies Inc., and called Lumenmicro.
Models considered for simulation consisted of two
rows of classrooms with respective corridors facing
the courtyard, as showed in Figure 1 and 2. The
classrooms had a typical size of 6 x 6m with  3 m
height. They presented a window strip measuring 6m
x .80m, on the courtyard side, and another window
strip measuring 6m x 1.1m on the opposite facade
(Figures 3 and 4).
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Figure 3. Configuration of types 1 and 2.

Two courtyard widths (6 and 12m) and two building
heights (3 and 6m) were considered, which combined
would produce the four courtyard configurations
showed in Figure 2. There was an overhang of 1.00m
as an extension of the roof, as shown in Figures 3 and
4.
Simulations were carried out considering local
latitude (9°40’S) and longitude (36°W), during the
equinox (Sep 22th). It was considered a ground
reflectance of 0.3 and the building facade
whitewashed  (reflectance of 0.8), which is also
typical. The models were studied at different hours of
the day, but, here, it is only presented the results for
12:00h, where direct sunlight does not enter the
classrooms. At this time illuminance values were
very similar in the classrooms situated in both sides
of the courtyard (Figures 3 and 4).
The four models were simulated under partially
cloudy skies, as it represents the prevailing condition
in the region, and under cloudy condition,
representing the most unfavorable situation.
Two situations for the internal surfaces’ reflectance
were considered, as both are frequently found in local
buildings. The first, here referred to as light colored
rooms, where walls and ceiling are whitewashed
(0.8) and the floor is concrete colored (0.5). In the
second situation, the walls and ceiling are light grey

(0.5) and the floor is dark grey (0.3), and is here
referred to as dark colored rooms. The work plane
was considered at desk’s height (0.70m).
In types 2 and 4 (two floors buildings) it was
considered the ground floor room for comparison
purposes, in order to evaluate the effect of courtyard
height.
It is important to note that, in the case of two floor
buildings (types 2 and 4), the absence of overhang on
the ground floor classrooms will produce an increase
on the illuminance values. However, it may allow
direct sunlight to enter the room in other periods of
the day, causing glare and overheating. This
configuration is maintained in the models like that to
reproduce the local typical buildings.

ANALYSIS
Results are presented in plan where illuminance
values given in lux correspond to diverse points
inside the classroom.
The program also produces an internal view of the
studied space, particularly useful in situations where
there is direct sunlight entering the rooms. It also
gives a glimpse of general features of the lit space.
Figures 5 to 8 display the simulation results for the
four investigated models, under partially cloudy
conditions, with light colored rooms, and Figures 9 to
12 present the results considering dark colored
rooms.
Figures 13 and 16 show the simulation results under
cloud skies, for models with light colored rooms, and
Figures 17 to 20 present the results considering dark
colored rooms.
Figures 21 to 24 display the results considering the
situation where the clerestory opening to the
courtyard is blocked. It allows the observation of
daylight amount provided by the courtyard, when
compared to Figures 5 to 8, as the other parameters
are kept the same of these Figures.
Results suggest that when the courtyard is 6m wide,
changing its height from 3 (type 1) to 6m (type 2)
will slightly increase the room illuminance and the
uniformity ratio is similar, under partially cloudy
skies. Under cloudy conditions, however, there will
be an increment of about 25% on the illuminance,
though the uniformity ratio is maintained the same.
Under cloudy skies, dark colored rooms present, at
some points, illuminance values below those
recommended  for educational activities.
When the courtyard is 12m wide, increasing the
building height from 3 (type  3) to 6m (type 4) will
increase illuminace values by about 25%, under
partially cloudy skies. Under cloudy conditions, the
increment may go up to 30% in light rooms and 40%
in dark rooms. Under cloudy conditions, dark colored
rooms also present some points with insufficient
illuminance.
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Generally speaking, uniformity ratios range from 1.5
in light colored rooms, under partially cloudy skies,
to 5.6 under cloudy conditions when the rooms are
dark colored.

CONCLUSIONS
Results have shown large potential to use
daylighting, to provide adequate lighting to
classrooms, maintaining the typical building
configuration, even under cloudy conditions, if the
internal surfaces are light colored.
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Figure 5. Type 1 – under partially cloudy sky
condition with light colored rooms.

Figure 6. Type 2 – under partially cloudy sky
condition with light colored rooms.
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Figure 8. Type 4 – under partially cloudy sky
condition with light colored rooms.

Figure 7. Type 3 – under partially cloudy sky
condition with light colored rooms.

Figure 9. Type 1 – under partially cloudy sky
condition with dark colored rooms.

Figure 10. Type 2 – under partially cloudy sky
condition with dark colored rooms.
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Figure 11. Type 3 – under partially cloudy sky
condition with dark colored rooms.

Figure 12. Type 4 – under partially cloudy sky
condition with dark colored rooms.

Figure 13. Type 1 – under cloudy sky condition with
light colored rooms.

Figure 14. Type 2 – under  cloudy sky condition with
light colored rooms.
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Figure 15. Type 3 – under cloudy sky condition with
light colored rooms.

Figure 16. Type 4 – under cloudy sky condition with
light colored rooms.

Figure 17. Type 1 – under cloudy sky condition with
dark colored rooms.

Figure 18. Type 2 – under cloudy sky condition with
dark colored rooms.
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Figure 19. Type 3 – under cloudy sky condition with
dark colored rooms.

Figure 20. Type 4 – under cloudy sky condition with
dark colored rooms.

Figure 21. Type 1 – under partially cloudy sky condition
with light colored rooms. The clerestory opening to the
courtyard is blocked.

Figure 22. Type 2 – under partially cloudy sky condition
with light colored rooms. The clerestory opening to the
courtyard is blocked.
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Figure 23. Type 3 – under partially cloudy sky condition
with light colored rooms. The clerestory opening to the
courtyard is blocked.

Figure 24. Type 4 – under partially cloudy sky condition
with light colored rooms. The clerestory opening to the
courtyard is blocked.
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